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ABSTRACT: 　The aerodynamic characteristics of the van2body

truck were studied by means of theoretical analysis , numerical simu2
lation and wind tunnel experiments. The concept of critical length

was presented for the van2body truck in wind tunnel experiments , the

proper critical Reynolds number was found and the effects of ground

parameters in ground effect simulation on the aerodynamic measure2
ments were examined. It shows that two structure parameters , van

height and the gap between the cab and the van , can obviously influ2
ence the aerodynamic characteristics , and the additional aerodynamic

devices , the wind deflector and the vortex regulator in the rear , can

considerably reduce the aerodynamic drag of the van2body truck.

Numerical simulations provided rich information of the flow fields

around the van2body trucks.
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BRIEF INTRODUCTION OF THE PAPER : 　The
van2body truck is a blunt body with irregular shape. This

paper firstly dealt with many problems in experimental

techniques whose solutions are prerequisite for performance
experiments on aerodynamic characteristics in a mini2type

aviation wind tunnel of 1m magnitude. The results show

that the Reynolds number , and the similarity parameter of

the van2body truck model need not be as large as that for a
real operating full2size truck. It will work as long as it is

in the range of automatic modeling of the experimental

graph and the critical value of the Reynolds number is Re

= 0. 5 ×106 with the width of the truck as its characteris2

tic length. As the bottom of the van2body truck is consid2
erably high , the influence of the ground boundary layer

can be ignored in the ground effect simulation. By extend2
ing the length of the test floor properly , the aerodynamic
drag coefficient can be measured more precisely. The

blockage ratio of experiment on automobile model is al2
lowed to be as high as 13. 2 % in the opening wind tun2
nel . The concept of critical length of the van2body truck
model was presented. The critical length for the van2body

truck model in 1 :10 scale is 1. 4m.

Numerical simulation and experimental researches
show that around the head of van2body truck there exists a

positive pressure area , which is coustitutes the main con2
tribution to the pressure2difference drag of the truck. The

airflow is separated at the upper2fore verge of the driver
cab , and then a vortex region is formed over it . The vortex

in the region interacts with the positive pressure area in

the front side of the van , affecting the aerodynamic drag

characteristics when there is a change in the van height or
the gap between the driver cab and the van. As a result ,

the relationship between the change in aerodynamic drag

coefficient and that in the gap or the height is complicat2
ed. There is an optimal gap for a certain van height and

vice versa. The rear of the van2body truck where intricate

tail2vortex system exerts strong negative pressure , is also a

main area contributing to pressure2difference drag of the
truck.

Wind deflector can reduce aerodynamic drag consid2
erably as well as fuel consumption. It can also increase the

critical Reynolds number in the aerodynamic drag coeffi2
cient graph. Proper design of the gap between the deflector

and the cab can enhance the effect of the deflector in re2
ducing daga. A vortex regulator installed at the rear of the

truck can also reduce airflow energy consumption in the
tail2vortex region , causing the static pressure to rise again

and thus lessening the pressure2difference drag.

A 32D numerical simulation calculation of the outside
flow field of the flat2headed van2body truck was made. A

RNG k2εturbulence model , which can increase the calcu2
lation accuracy of the separated flow , was adopted.
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